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Rationale: Tuberculosis diagnosis in children remains challenging. Microbiological
confirmation of tuberculosis disease is often lacking, and standard immunodiagnostic
including the tuberculin skin test and interferon-g release assay for tuberculosis infection
has limited sensitivity. Recent research suggests that inclusion of novel Mycobacterium
tuberculosis antigens has the potential to improve standard immunodiagnostic tests for
tuberculosis.

Objective: To identify optimal antigen–cytokine combinations using novel
Mycobacterium tuberculosis antigens and cytokine read-outs by machine learning
algorithms to improve immunodiagnostic assays for tuberculosis.

Methods: A total of 80 children undergoing investigation of tuberculosis were included
(15 confirmed tuberculosis disease, five unconfirmed tuberculosis disease, 28
tuberculosis infection and 32 unlikely tuberculosis). Whole blood was stimulated with 10
novel Mycobacterium tuberculosis antigens and a fusion protein of early secretory
antigenic target (ESAT)-6 and culture filtrate protein (CFP) 10. Cytokines were
measured using xMAP multiplex assays. Machine learning algorithms defined a
discriminative classifier with performance measured using area under the receiver
operating characteristics.

Measurements and main results: We found the following four antigen–cytokine pairs
had a higher weight in the discriminative classifier compared to the standard ESAT-6/
CFP-10-induced interferon-g: Rv2346/47c- and Rv3614/15c-induced interferon-gamma
inducible protein-10; Rv2031c-induced granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating
factor and ESAT-6/CFP-10-induced tumor necrosis factor-a. A combination of the 10
best antigen–cytokine pairs resulted in area under the curve of 0.92 ± 0.04.
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Conclusion: We exploited the use of machine learning algorithms as a key tool to
evaluate large immunological datasets. This identified several antigen–cytokine pairs with
the potential to improve immunodiagnostic tests for tuberculosis in children.
Keywords: cytokines, novel antigens, immune response, pediatric tuberculosis, interferon-gamma release assay
INTRODUCTION

Tuberculosis (TB) remains one of the leading causes of death
globally. Current estimates show that one in ten TB cases occur
in children below 15 years of age with an annual estimated
number of one million cases of childhood TB disease in 2017
(World Health Organization, 2018a). Despite being a
preventable and curable disease, 233,000 children died of TB in
2017, of which 80% occurred in children below 5 years of age.
The recent World Health Organization roadmap towards ending
TB in children and adolescents mentions up to 69%
underdiagnosis and highlights the development of accurate,
non-sputum-based diagnostics tests for TB disease and
infection as a key action towards ending TB in children and
adolescents (World Health Organization, 2018b).

TB infection is characterized by the absence of clinical signs
and symptoms and evidence of containment of disease through
the host immunological response. TB disease is usually defined
as the active state of disease with loss of immunological
containment, presence of symptoms and risk of transmission
of disease. In young children TB disease is often of paucibacillary
nature (i.e. low mycobacterial bacterial load) and therefore may
remain undiagnosed using microbiological assays (Perez-Velez
and Marais, 2012). In addition collection of samples for
microbiological proof in this patient group is challenging and
therefore TB confirmation reaches 50% at best (Oesch Nemeth
et al., 2014). As a consequence, non-sputum-based diagnostic
tests based on immunological evidence of TB have been
developed. These tests rely on the measurement of a recall cell
mediated immune response triggered by in vivo or in vitro
mycobacterial antigens. Until two decades ago the tuberculin
skin test has been the standard test, measuring a local skin
induration after injection of purified protein derivative, a
Mycobacterium tuberculosis protein mixture. However, because
of its low specificity especially in Bacille Calmette–Guérin (TB
vaccine prepared from an attenuated strain of Mycobacterium
bovis) vaccinated individuals, interferon-gamma release assays
have been developed, and have become the standard
immunodiagnostic test of TB infection in adults (Diel et al.,
2010). Interferon-gamma release assays are in-vitro blood-based
assays measuring the Mycobacterium tuberculosis-specific
immune response. Unfortunately these assays have two major
eiver operating characteristic; CFP-10,
hildhood Tuberculosis in Switzerland
ic target 6; GM-CSF, granulocyte-
N, interferon; IL, interleukin; IP-10,
in–max, minimum–maximum; mean–
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limitations: lower performance in children with a sensitivity
ranging from 62 to 83% and inability to discriminate between
TB disease and TB infection (Mandalakas et al., 2011; Sollai et al.,
2014). Recent research suggests that incorporation of novel
Mycobacterium tuberculosis antigens expressed during different
stages of TB [reviewed in (Meier et al., 2018)] and the
measurement of additional cytokines (Walzl et al., 2011) can
improve performance of currently used interferon-gamma
release assay. Evaluation of novel diagnostic tests incorporating
different Mycobacterium tuberculosis antigens and cytokines is
therefore a feasible test suitable for pediatrics and urgently
needed (World Health Organization, 2013).

The aim of our study was to include novel Mycobacterium
tuberculosis antigens and measure additional cytokines for the
immune diagnosis of childhood TB. We used supervised and
unsupervised machine learning algorithms to compare groups
and identify the best antigen–cytokine pairs.
METHODS

Study Design, Setting, and Population
The Childhood Tuberculosis in Switzerland Study (CITRUS) is a
prospective multicenter observational study (registered at
ClinicalTrials.gov NCT03044509 and approved by the ethics
committee EKNZ 2016-01094). In brief, eligible are children
undergoing evaluation for TB exposure, infection or disease
below the age of 18 years. Children that have been treated
previously or that have started treatment more than 5 days
before study inclusion are excluded. Upon enrolment baseline
characteristics, clinical scores and TB test results done by the
treating physician are recorded. The study participants were
classified into the following groups confirmed TB, unconfirmed
TB, TB infection, unlikely TB according to previously published
case definitions (Graham et al., 2015) (for further details on
study design and population see Supplementary Methods Text).

Sample Preparation and Stimulation
Blood was collected in lithium-heparin tubes (Sarstedt
Monovette 01.1608.100) and stimulated within 8 h of
collection with 5 µg/ml phytohaemagglutinin (Merck chemicals
LTD., Beeston, Nottingham, UK), 10 µg/ml staphylococcus
enterotoxin B (Sigma Aldrich GmbH, Schnelldorf, Germany),
5 µg/ml of the following Mycobacterium tuberculosis
recombinant proteins expressed and purified in Escherichia coli
BL21: Rv0081, Rv1733c, Rv2031c, Rv0867c, Rv2389c, Rv3407,
Rv2346/47c, Rv2431c, Rv3614/15c, Rv3865 and a fusion protein
of early secretory antigenic target 6 (ESAT-6) and 10 kDa culture
filtrate protein (CFP-10) [provided by the Department of
January 2021 | Volume 10 | Article 594030
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Infectious Diseases at the University Leiden, the Netherlands
(Franken et al., 2000),] and an unstimulated control (no protein
added). The selection of the Mycobacterium tuberculosis
recombinant proteins was based on published data
summarized in a systematic literature review (Meier et al.,
2018) and from unpublished data (personal communication
THM Ottenhoff) CD28 and CD49d antibodies (Biolegend Inc.,
San Diego, Ca 92121, USA) were added at a concentration of 1
µg/ml to all conditions. Samples were stimulated overnight (16–
18 h) at 37°C (Figure 1A).

Cytokine Measurement
Granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF),
interferon (IFN)-g, IFN-g-inducible protein (IP)-10, interleukin
(IL)-1 receptor-antagonist (RA), IL-2, IL-6, IL-10, IL-13, IL-17,
soluble cluster of differentiation 40 ligand (sCD40L) and tumor
necrosis factor (TNF)-a were measured using a Luminex
technology according to the manufacturer’s instructions
(Figure 1A, Supplementary Methods Text).
Frontiers in Cellular and Infection Microbiology | www.frontiersin.org 3
Normalization of Data
Cytokine concentrations were normalized (Dodge, 2006) within
antigen–cytokine pairs (using a minimum–maximum (min–
max) or a mean-standard deviation (mean–std) normalization)
and within a patient’s distribution of values (using a mean–std
normalization) as indicated (Figure 1B).

Discriminative Classifier
Discrimination of a pre-defined binary outcome (confirmed/
unconfirmed TB and TB infection versus TB exposed), based on
data containing information on all antigen–cytokine pairs
(features), was achieved using a logistic regression classifier
with L2-regularizat ion (Hoerl and Kennard, 1970)
(Supplementary Methods Text). To get a reliable estimate of
the discriminative classifier performance, a five-fold cross-
validation was applied to a set of training data to select the
model’s hyperparameters (see Supplementary Methods). The
performance of the discriminative classifier was evaluated using
area under the receiver operating characteristics (AUROC)
A

B

C

FIGURE 1 | Whole blood was stimulated with novel antigens and data was analyzed with different machine learning algorithms. (A) Whole blood was stimulated with
11 mycobacterial antigens, left unstimulated and with a positive control, overnight and supernatant was analyzed using Luminex technology to measure 11 different
cytokines (B) data was normalized within antigen–cytokine pairs using min-max or mean–std normalization or within patient distribution using the latter only. Data
(n = 59) was divided into five equal parts and a classifier discriminating healthy vs. sick children was trained using four subsets and tested on one subset (cross-
validation). The algorithm’s parameters were adjusted until performance was optimal. ROC curves were used to measure performance. (C) K-means clustering
approach was used to allocate individual data points to three cluster centers randomly. This approach was repeated until optimal data point allocation was reached
meaning the sum of the distances from data point to cluster centers is minimized.
January 2021 | Volume 10 | Article 594030
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(Hanley and Mcneil, 1982). The contribution of each antigen–
cytokine pair to our predictive model was evaluated by analyzing
the weight in the decision function (Figure 1B).

Unsupervised K-Means Clustering
K-means clustering algorithm (MacQueen, 1967) was performed
with a predefined number of clusters (n = 3) reflecting the
anticipated number of patient groups (confirmed/unconfirmed
TB disease, TB infection, unlikely TB). Patients with incomplete
measurements in any of the conditions (e.g.missing values) were
excluded from this analysis. Cluster centers were allocated
randomly at first, and every patient was then assigned to the
nearest cluster center. Cluster center allocation and data point
assignment were repeated until an equilibrium was reached (sum
of distances is minimized, cluster centers not changed)
(Figure 1C).

Supervised K-Means Clustering Based on
Median Cytokine Differences
Differences in median cytokine concentrations between
confirmed/unconfirmed TB, TB infection and unlikely TB were
compared. Antigen–cytokine pairs with the greatest differences
were selected and K-means clustering approach was performed
as above on these selected antigen–cytokine pairs.
RESULTS

A total of 80 patients were included: confirmed TB disease (n =
15), unconfirmed TB disease (n = 5), TB infection (n = 28), and
unlikely TB (n = 32). Median age in the three TB groups was as
follows: 9.7, 12.0, 11.3, and 5.8 years for confirmed TB,
unconfirmed TB, TB infection, and unlikely TB (Table 1). A
total of 49 of 80 (61.3%) children were tested for HIV, and all were
negative. A total of 39 study participants out of 80 were born in
Switzerland (48.8%), and 31 of 80 (38.8%) arrived in Switzerland
less than 3 years prior to inclusion to the study. Routine
immunodiagnostic testing was performed in 77 children with
QuantiFERON-TB in 57/77 (74.0%) children, T-SPOT.TB in 10/
77 (13.0%) and a tuberculin skin test in 40/77 (51.9%) children.
Both interferon-gamma release assay and tuberculin skin test were
done in 30 children and showed 23 (76.7%) concordant and
7 (23.3%) discordant results (one QuantiFERON-TB +/tuberculin
skin test-; six QuantiFERON-TB −/tuberculin skin test+). Two
T-SPOT.TB results were indeterminate (a confirmed TB disease
case and an unconfirmed TB disease case).

A Discriminative Classifier Distinguishes
Healthy From Sick Children and
Normalization of Data Results in
Improvement of the Classifier’s
Performance
A total of 59 patients had complete measurements for all
antigen–cytokine pairs and were included in this analysis:
confirmed TB (n = 8), unconfirmed TB (n = 2), TB infection
(n = 17) and unlikely TB (n = 32). Different methods of
Frontiers in Cellular and Infection Microbiology | www.frontiersin.org 4
normalization (e.g. non-normalized data, antigen–cytokine
pairs either normalized using min–max or mean–std
normalization and normalization of antigen–cytokine pairs
with min–max and between patient normalization with mean–
std were applied to our dataset and resulted in differences on
visual inspection of the graphs between antigen–cytokine pairs
and cytokine concentrations (Supplementary Figures S1A–D).
These differences influenced the outcome of the discriminative
classifier (confirmed/unconfirmed TB and TB infection versus
TB exposed). The AUROC was lower without normalization
(AUROC = 0.81 ± 015), compared to a normalization of
antigen–cytokine pairs (AUROC min–max = 0.89 ± 0.12 and
AUROC mean–std = 0.87 ± 0.13) or combining an antigen–
cytokine pair normalization with individual patient
normalization (AUROC min–max/mean–std = 0.95 ± 0.03) (Figure
2B). The most important antigen–cytokine pairs that
contributed to the performance of the discriminative classifier
were consistent for the normalization methods used. Rv2346/
47c- and Rv3614/15c-induced concentrations of IP-10 were the
two antigen–cytokine pairs with the highest weight in the
predictive model for all discriminative classifiers with
normalized data (Figure 3B, Supplementary Figures S2A–C).
The weight of ESAT-6 and CFP-10-induced concentrations of
TNF-a for the predictive model was consistently high for all
normalized and non-normalized data. ESAT-6/CFP-10-induced
concentrations of IFN-g were among the 10 antigen–cytokine
pairs that contributed the most to the classifier for all non-
normalized and normalized data except when mean–std
normalization alone was applied. Rv2031c-induced concentrations
of GM-CSF contributed to the performance of the classifier when
any normalization method was applied with increasing weight for
combined min–max and mean–std normalization. Combining data
from the 10 antigen–cytokine pairs with the highest weight in the
predictive model using both min–max andmean–std normalization
resulted in AUROC min–max/mean–std = 0.92 ± 0.04 (Figure 3A).

Unsupervised K-Means Clustering Reveals
Three Groups of Children That Cannot Be
Explained by Disease Status
K-means is a machine learning tool using vector quantization
that groups observations into clusters based on distances to
allocated cluster centers. Thereby we found three clusters
which did not overlap with our patient groups (i.e. confirmed
and unconfirmed TB, TB infection, unlikely TB) in the
unsupervised analysis approach. All three clusters included
patients from all study groups. Figure 2A displays normalized
cytokine concentrations of antigen–cytokine pairs of all
individual patients sorted by cluster (2, 1 or 0). Cluster 0
consisted of four confirmed TB, one unconfirmed TB, six TB
infection and five unlikely TB patients (median age = 8.4, 68.7%
male). Cluster 1 consisted of two confirmed TB, zero
unconfirmed TB, two TB infection, and one unlikely TB
patients (median age = 13.6, 20.0% male). Cluster 2 consisted
of two confirmed TB, one unconfirmed TB, nine TB infection
and 26 unlikely TB patients (median age = 7.8, 55.3% male).
Clusters could neither be explained by disease classification, nor
age, nor gender, nor ethnicity (data not shown).
January 2021 | Volume 10 | Article 594030
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TABLE 1 | Baseline characteristics of the study population according to study group.

Variable Confirmed TB Unconfirmed TB TB infection Unlikely TB Total

N = 15 N = 5 N = 28 N = 32 N = 80
Median age, range (years) 9.7 (0.9–15.9) 12 (3–15.8) 11.3 (0.2–17.1) 5.8 (0.2–16.7) 9.6 (0.2–17.1)
IQR age 3.1–15.2 (12.1) 9.6–15.4 (5.8) 8.1–13.5 (5.4) 3.0–10.2 (7.2) 3.5–12.8 (9.3)
Males 6 (40%) 2 (40%) 15 (53.6%) 19 (59.4%) 42 (52.5%)
Median weight, range (m) 38.7 (11–75) 49 (13–60) 44 (10–71) 20 (8–65) 33.5 (8–75)
Ethnicity
Caucasian 2 2 11 10 25
African 9 2 9 11 31
Asian – – 2 6 8
other 4 1 6 5 16

Country of birth
Born in Switzerland 6 3 10 20 39
Recently migrated to Switzerland 9 2 11 9 31
Unknown 1 0 5 4 10
Symptoms
Asymptomatic 5 1 25 29 60
Symptoms 10 4 3 2 19
cough 8 3 1 2 14
fever 6 2 0 2 10
unexplained fatigue 4 0 0 0 4
weight loss 4 2 0 0 6
lack of weight gain 1 0 0 0 1
other symptoms 3 4 1 1 9

Bacille Calmette-Guérin vaccination status
vaccinated 4 0 9 8 21
not vaccinated 5 3 9 21 38
unknown 6 2 10 3 21

HIV status
negative 12 5 14 18 49
positive 0 0 0 0 0
unknown 3 0 14 14 31

Tuberculin skin test
not done 10 5 15 10 40
<5 mm 0 0 1 19 20
>5 mm 2 0 7 3 12
>15 mm 3 0 5 0 8

Imaging
X ray 15 5 27 24 71
CT 8 4 3 1 16
compression 2 1 0 0 3
lymphadenopathy 9 2 0 0 11
consolidation parenchyma 11 4 0 2 17
miliary pattern 0 0 0 0 0
pleural effusion 3 0 0 0 3
cavitation 4 3 0 0 7

TSPOT
not done 13 4 24 29 70
negative 0 0 0 3 3
positive 2 1 4 0 7

QuantiFERON-TB
not done 5 2 5 11 23
negative 1 1 4 21 27
positive 9 2 19 0 30

Microbiological confirmation
not done 0 0 22 30 52
culture positive 13 0 0 0 13
culture negative 0 4 6 2 12
PCR positive 13 0 0 0 13
PCR negative 0 5 4 0 9
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Supervised K-Means Clustering Based on
Median Cytokine Differences Between
Three Study Groups Reveals One Group
That Clustered Mainly Healthy Children
but No Confirmed TB Cases
Greatest differences in median cytokine concentrations between
confirmed/unconfirmed TB, TB infection and unlikely TB were
observed for: ESAT-6/CFP-10-induced concentrations of GM-
CSF, IFN-g and IL-2; Rv0081-induced concentrations of TNF-a;
Rv2389c-induced concentrations of GM-CSF and IP-10; and
Rv3614/15c-induced concentrations of IFN-g, IL-2, IP-10 and
TNF-a (data not shown). A total of 71 patients had complete
measurements for these 10 conditions with the greatest differences
and were thus further included in the comparative analysis:
confirmed TB (n = 10), unconfirmed TB (n = 4), TB infection
(n = 25) and unlikely TB (n = 32). K-means clustering with these
antigen–cytokine pairs resulted in three cluster grouping the
majority of unlikely TB patients and none of the confirmed TB
patients in cluster 0 (25 out of 32). Only one unlikely TB patient
and none of the unconfirmed TB patients were grouped to cluster
2 (six confirmed TB, five TB infection). Cluster 1 consisted of all
Frontiers in Cellular and Infection Microbiology | www.frontiersin.org 6
four study groups with the majority being TB infected (11 out of
24) (Supplementary Figures S3A–B).
DISCUSSION

Diagnosis of childhood TB is one of the key challenges for the
global epidemic. As current diagnostic tests are insufficient for
detection of TB in children, there is an urgent need for novel tests.
Our study is unique as it combines the use of the largest number of
novel Mycobacterium tuberculosis antigens and cytokine
combinations in a childhood TB diagnostic study, exploring the
results by applying different machine learning algorithms.

We found that IP-10-responses induced by Rv2346/47c and
Rv3614/15c were the two most important features to
discriminate diseased from healthy individuals. We showed
that further cytokines including GM-CSF, IL-2, IL-6, INF-g
and TNF-a play an important role during immune responses
in TB in children. We also demonstrate the importance of data
normalization to reduce bias towards highly expressed cytokines
and inter-individual heterogeneity in Mycobacterium
tuberculosis-specific immune responses.
A

B

FIGURE 2 | Normalization of data contributes to performance of discriminative classifier (A) Cytokine concentrations for individual patients. Results are sorted by
patient group and clusters (2, 1 or 0), and antigen–cytokine pairs. Clustering was performed using K-means algorithm. Min–max normalization was applied to
cytokine–antigen concentrations, mean–std normalization was applied to between-individual measurements (color change from dark blue to light green represents an
increase in relative cytokine concentration). (B) AUROC curve showing the performance of the binary classifier (confirmed/unconfirmed TB and TB infection versus
TB exposed) in 59 patients using different normalization methods: min–max and mean–std; normalization of antigen–cytokine pairs; min–max/mean-std combining an
antigen–cytokine pair normalization with individual patient normalization.
January 2021 | Volume 10 | Article 594030
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Our selection of novel Mycobacterium tuberculosis antigens
was based on previously published studies, and the antigens that
are expressed during different stages of TB are briefly summarized
below. The dormancy of survival regulon encoded antigens
(Rv0081, Rv1733c, and Rv2031c) belong to a region of the
Mycobacterium tuberculosis genome that includes approximately
50 genes associated with the non-replicative stage of TB (Voskuil
et al., 2003). These antigens together with reactivation associated
antigens (Rv0867c, Rv2389c, Rv3407) are highly immunogenic
and have been tested mainly in adult cohorts [reviewed in (Meier
et al., 2018)]. We also included the recently discovered in vivo-
expressed antigens (Rv2346/47c, Rv2431c, Rv3614/15c, Rv3865)
that have not been studied extensively in humans, but are believed
to be important virulence factors (Commandeur et al., 2013).
Rv2346 and Rv2347c are ESAT-6 like proteins and associated with
downregulation of IL-6 and TNF-a enabling survival of bacteria
inside macrophages (Malen et al., 2007; Yao et al., 2018). Rv2431c
is a prolin-glutamic acid family protein, and its function is yet to
be understood (Malen et al., 2007). Previous studies showed its
involvement in necrosis in macrophages (Tundup et al., 2014) but
also maturation and proliferation of dendritic cells (Chen et al.,
2016). The antigens Rv3614c, Rv3615c and Rv3865 are all
associated with the ESAT-6 secretion system 1 absent in the
Bacille Calmette–Guérin vaccine strains.

The diagnostic potential of the recently discovered in vivo-
expressed antigens found in our study has been shown in
previous studies confirming our results (Millington et al.,
2011). IFN-g responses induced by Rv3615c were as specific as
ESAT-6 and CFP-10 induced IFN-g responses in patients with
TB disease and infection (Millington et al., 2011). The antigen
Rv3615c was included in a modified T-SPOT.TB assay and was
Frontiers in Cellular and Infection Microbiology | www.frontiersin.org 7
shown to improve the diagnosis of TB disease and infection
compared to healthy controls and patients with non-TB lung
disease (Li et al., 2017). The use of Rv3865 seems to be of limited
value also shown by the low immunogenic potential in other
studies in adults (Bahk et al., 2004) and adolescents including
different stages of TB infection (Michelsen et al., 2017).

In our study we found dormancy of survival regulon encoded
antigens to be of key importance eliciting a differential immune
response in TB patients and exposed healthy controls. We found
that the dormancy of survival regulon antigens Rv0081 and
Rv2031c-induced IP-10 and GM-CSF responses contributed
strongly to performance of the discriminative classifier. Several
studies in adults reported elevated concentrations of cytokines
induced by Rv0081 during TB infection and disease, which is in
line with our findings [reviewed in (Meier et al., 2018)]. In
contrast to our findings, studies in adults suggest Rv1733c-
induced immune responses to be of added diagnostic value
(Leyten et al., 2006; Kassa et al., 2012; Mensah et al., 2014;
Serra-Vidal et al., 2014). Furthermore, previous studies including
Rv2031c-induced cytokine response, showed conflicting results
with one study reporting higher concentrations of IFN-g, IL-10,
and TNF-a in TB exposed individuals compared to healthy
controls (Belay et al., 2015) and other studies failing to show
IFN-g responses induced by this antigen (Goletti et al., 2010;
Hozumi et al., 2013). Our study supports the notion that
Rv2031c-induced responses are important as diagnostic
markers for TB particularly when cytokines other than IFN-g
are included into the analysis. This is in line with Coppola et al.
showing high concentrations of TNF-a expression in response to
Rv2031c in addition to other cytokines such as IP-10 or IL-17 but
notably not IFN-g (Coppola et al., 2016).
A B

FIGURE 3 | Effect of normalization of antigen–cytokine pairs and normalization for individual patients (A) Performance of binary classifier using the 10 most
important features and applying an antigen–cytokine pair normalization (min–max) and a normalization for individual patients (mean–std) (B) Combination of 10
antigen–cytokine pairs contributing the most to performance of trained discriminative classifier with min–max normalization of antigen–cytokine pairs and mean–
std individual patient normalization.
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In addition to the above, two reactivation-associated antigens
were found to be important in our study: Rv3407 and Rv2389c.
We found that Rv2389c-induced GM-CSF and IP-10 responses
were among the 10 antigen–cytokine pairs that contributed the
most to discriminating between sick and healthy. Other studies
also show the diagnostic potential of Rv2389c. IFN-g responses
induced by Rv0867c and Rv2389c were found to be higher in
individuals with TB infection compared to healthy controls and
TB disease in several studies (Commandeur et al., 2011; Chegou
et al., 2012; Serra-Vidal et al., 2014). High concentrations of IL-6,
IL-10, and TNF-a were found to be induced by Rv0867c and
Rv2389c in individuals with TB disease (Kassa et al., 2012). In
our study, however, Rv0867c did not induce cytokine responses
that contributed to classification of patients.

The standard antigens used in the current available test
including ESAT-6 and CFP-10 remain important. Our results,
however, clearly show that in addition to IFN-g also IL-6 and
TNF-a responses to ESAT-6 and CFP-10 contributed towards
distinction of study groups and were among the 10 most
important features for the discriminative classifier. Two studies
in children also confirm the addition of TNF-a to improve
distinction between TB patients and healthy individuals
(Tebruegge et al., 2015; Tebruegge et al., 2019).

For the read-out of antigen stimulated-blood it has been shown
in numerous studies that cytokines other than IFN-g play an
important role during the course of infection and may therefore
have added diagnostic value (Kassa et al., 2012; Chegou et al.,
2012; Belay et al., 2015; Coppola et al., 2016; Tebruegge et al.,
2019). A selection of pro- and anti-inflammatory cytokines was
therefore included in our study on the basis of previously
published research (Walzl et al., 2011; Meier et al., 2018). Our
findings suggest that measuring IFN-g only has limited diagnostic
potential and that measurement of other cytokines has clear added
diagnostic value. In particular, IP-10—a chemokine produced by
antigen-presenting cells and induced by a large number of
cytokines including IFN-a, IFN-b, IFN-g, IL-1b, IL-2, IL-17, IL-
23, TNF-a (Hassanshahi et al., 2007; Mohty et al., 2010)—has
been shown to be important in previous studies and our current
study. In our study IP-10 concentrations were generally high for
all antigens, which were also noted in earlier studies in children
(Latorre et al., 2014; Jenum et al., 2016; Petrone et al., 2018). The
high measurable concentrations of this cytokine may improve
robustness of immunodiagnostic tests especially in children and
immunocompromised individuals (Ruhwald et al., 2012). Several
studies in adults have shown elevated IP-10 responses in TB
disease patients compared to controls (Chegou et al., 2009; Kabeer
et al., 2010; Ruhwald et al., 2011). Furthermore antigen-induced
IP-10 concentrations were higher in TB disease patients and
children from high endemic countries and high-risk groups
(Ruhwald et al., 2008; Lighter et al., 2009). One further
important aspect particularly interesting for studies in children
is the fact that several previous studies suggest IP-10 may be less
affected by age as compared to IFN-g (Lighter et al., 2009; Lighter-
Fisher et al., 2010). By contrast there are some studies that did find
an age-association for IP-10 concentrations (Ruhwald et al., 2008;
Decker et al., 2017). Earlier work from our group in healthy
Frontiers in Cellular and Infection Microbiology | www.frontiersin.org 8
children only found an age-association for Candida albicans-
induced IP-10 concentrations but not for other stimuli (Decker
et al., 2017). GM-CSF is thought to have a protective role in the
control of TB infection. In our study latency associated antigen
Rv2031c induced differential GM-CSF response in healthy and
sick individuals. Studies in mice show that deficiency in GM-CSF
results in the inability to contain infection (Gonzalez-Juarrero
et al., 2005). Other research suggests that survival of bacteria in
macrophages is regulated by GM-CSF response in macrophages
(Bryson et al., 2019).

In our study we demonstrate the impact of normalization on
data with improved performance of a discriminative classifier.
Performance was best and most robust when both cytokine-
antigen concentrations and between-patient values were
normalized. IP-10 concentrations induced by Rv2346/47c and
Rv3614/15c were found as major contributors to the
performance of the discriminative classifier throughout all
normalization methods, l ikely result ing from high
concentrations of this cytokine. However, for cytokines that
are not expressed at high concentrations, we show that
normalization is highly important. For example, IL-2 and
IFN-g concentrations induced by ESAT-6/CFP-10 and Rv3614/
15c were only shown to be among the most important features
after normalization.

One potential limitation of our study is the sample size which
was limited for the two subgroups of TB infection and disease.
For optimal training of the classifier and differentiation between
TB infection and disease a larger sample size is required. Further
studies including a larger number of children are therefore
needed to confirm and expand our results. In addition, this
study is conducted in a low incidence setting and major factors
influencing immune responses such as malnutrition, HIV-
infection and other immunocompromising conditions are rare
and can therefore not be evaluated.

In conclusion, this is the first study using machine learning
algorithms to analyze results from novel Mycobacterium
tuberculosis antigens and cytokines for the immunodiagnosis of
TB in children. The use of machine learning algorithms is a key
tool to evaluate large immunological datasets. We identified
antigen–cytokine pairs that perform better than the current
standard antigen–cytokine pair used in interferon-gamma
release assays. These results show that novel antigen–cytokine
pairs have to potential to improve immunodiagnostic tests for
tuberculosis in children.
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE 1 | relative median cytokine concentrations, (color
change fromdarkblue to lightgreen indicatesan increase in relativecytokineconcentration).
Non-normalized data (A), min–max normalized data (B), mean–std normalized data (C),
min–max normalized and mean–std normalized (between individuals) data (D).

SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE 2 | Normalization of data contributes to the
performance of a discriminative classifier. Combination of 10 antigen–cytokine pairs
contributing the most to the performance of a trained discriminative classifier
according to different normalization methods applied: (A) non-normalized data
(B) min–max normalized data and (C) mean–std normalized data.

SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE 3 | Normalized cytokine concentrations for
individual patients (n = 71) and selected antigen–cytokine pairs sorted by clusters
(A) and study group (B) (color change from dark blue to light green indicates an
increase in relative cytokine concentration.
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